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the full list of accounts was analysed and can be found on haveibp.com . at the time of writing this article, the data had changed hands once again and is now for sale as a single dataset on the dark web. in october 2011, the photo-sharing website reddit.com suffered a large scale data breach, in which over

100m user records were exposed. the information was posted on a third-party website. in 2011, the hacker my dark passions also accessed a number of data sources that contained the same data as that exposed on reddit.com, and also included email addresses. around 20% of the email addresses have also
since been discovered by have i been pwned, with the information ranging from the plaintext to the complete online contact details of every individual. from may 2008 to march 2009, files containing unencrypted usernames and plain text passwords belonging to more than a million victims of the sony cd keys
data breach were published online. the victims were invited to submit the data by email to the website reset-network.com, which the hacker then used to activate a number of online accounts, including on facebook and other sony websites. on march 2009, a separate file including the email addresses of more
than 80k victims was posted online. some data was indexed and searchable by entering the valid passwords. in december 2015, the dating site okcupid.com suffered a data breach. the attackers broke into an employee's server and accessed data including email addresses and encrypted passwords. the data

was not indexed but possibly searchable by entering the valid encrypted passwords.
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in december 2018, an email address and password was posted online for sale for an account on the email hosting provider namecheap. the data was publicly available for less than 48 hours. the data included email addresses, usernames and plain text passwords. in april 2019, the now defunct media website
pics.org suffered a data breach. after the end of the month, data was published online which was allegedly taken from the website's servers. passwords were later posted online and were all in plain text. all usernames and email addresses were present, however, there were also a number of hashes present in
the data. some of the hashes were from sites that had been previously leaked, however, the source of others were unknown. not all of the hashes were cracked, however, the ones that were cracked were in plain text and did not involve md5. in may 2019, the online backup service carbonite suffered a data

breach. after the data was made available to the public, it was revealed that carbonite's email backups stored email addresses, usernames and plain text passwords. no hashes were leaked in this incident, only passwords. in december 2019, several online password databases were discovered. the databases
contained more than 11.6m encrypted passwords for the social security administration, nasa, jpmorgan, hp and others and were collectively named after the password cracking tool rainbowcrack. the leaked passwords were stored as md5, md5_hex, md5_crypt, sha1, sha1_crypt and crypt. the password

databases were accessible over the internet and could easily be downloaded from torrent websites such as the now defunct the pirate bay and piratebrowser. 5ec8ef588b
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